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The aliasing phenomenon in Whittaker–Kotel’nikov–Shannon (WKS) sampling reconstruc-
tion procedure was discussed in numerous papers in both the pure theoretical and the applied
context. We refer to some of them for bibliography and details of various approaches: [2–4,6–8,
20–24].
Let f :R → C. The aliasing error is defined as the difference between the initial signal func-
tion f and its cardinal series expansion, reading as follows:
A(t,ω) := f (t) −
∑
n∈Z
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n),
where sinc(t) := (πt)−1 sin(πt) when t = 0; and sinc(0) := 1. So, the aliasing error in this
context appears in consequence of the difference between the actual band-region of function
f and the assumed one (which is [−πω;πω]) associated with cardinal series for f. For func-
tions whose actual band-region is completely contained in the assumed one [−πω;πω], there
holds A(t,ω) ≡ 0.
It seems that Brown and Stickler [3,24] gave the first (and at the same time the most famous)
bounding inequalities for |A(t,ω)|. Certain generalizations [13] of their results [3] were done for
deterministic signals in the case of uniformly spaced nodes (regular sampling grid), and further
generalizations (to the stochastic setting in L2-norm) are given in [12]. Here we will extend the
aliasing error upper bound estimate by Stickler [24] to a time shifted one, see (1) below.
In contrast to these theoretical approaches in numerical implementations we consider the trun-
cated variant of the cardinal series, reading as follows:
YJ(f ; t) =
∑
n∈J
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n),
where J ⊂ Z is finite in applications.
For functions with actual band-region contained in [−πω;πω], the classical problem of esti-
mation of the truncation error
TJ(f ; t) :=
∣∣f (t) − YJ(f ; t)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣ ∑
n∈Z\J
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n)
∣∣∣∣
was studied in, e.g., [7,14–17] and in further references listed therein.
In this paper we combine the aliasing and the truncation error and consider the aliasing error
for truncated cardinal series
AN(t,ω) := f (t) −
∑
|n−ωt |N
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n), N ∈ N, (1)
such that is time shifted [5,11,14–16]. In fact the expression for |AN(t,ω)| coincides with
TJ(f ; t) = |f (t) − YJ(f ; t)|, but it differs from |∑n∈Z\J f ( nω )sinc(ωt − n)|, where J :={n: |n − ωt |  N}. The reason is the difference between these two phenomena. Namely, in
earlier considerations the prescribed band-region of the signal f (·) was [−πω;πω] ad defini-
tionem, however, in our approach the band-region of the considered signal is arbitrary. That is
why AN(t,ω) appears as the combined aliasing–truncation error. Note that aliasing and trunca-
tion errors are not “orthogonal.” Therefore the sharpness question of upper bounds for |AN(t,ω)|
and the extremal derivation for the combined aliasing–truncation error are of great importance.
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and corresponding extremals were given. So, after the introduction we characterize all extremals
for Stickler’s aliasing error upper bound for A(t,ω). In the third section we use these results and
the approach developed in [13] to develop time shifted aliasing error upper bounds and extremals
for truncated cardinal series and describe the set of extremals for the derived bounds. The conver-
gence rate of AN(t,ω) to zero when ω,N → +∞ is discussed in the next section. Finally, in the
last section we present results appropriate for the multidimensional regular sampling procedure.
2. Aliasing extremals
In this section we describe the set of extremals2 for Stickler’s aliasing upper bound. Namely,
we follow [23] and consider hereinafter only those functions f :R → C which are the inverse
Fourier–Stieltjes transforms of certain functions Φ(·) having the form
f (t) = 1
2π
∫
R
eixt dΦ(x). (2)
The function Φ(·) has bounded variation on R, it is normalized, continuous at the points
(2k + 1)πω, k ∈ Z, and it is right continuous everywhere.
If Φ(x) is absolutely continuous with respect to the ordinary Lebesgue measure, its Radon–
Nykodim derivative Φ ′(·) will be written fˆ (·). So, under some additional assumptions we can
consider the Fourier transform pair:
f (t) = 1
2π
∫
R
eixt fˆ (x)dx, fˆ (x) =
∫
R
e−ixtf (t)dt.
Notice that Lp(R) is the space of functions f (·) with the usual Lp-norm
‖f ‖p =
( ∫
R
∣∣f (t)∣∣p dt)1/p, 1 p < ∞,
and let lp(Z) be the space of sequences {an}n∈Z with the lp-norm
‖a‖p =
(∑
n∈Z
|an|p
)1/p
, 1 p < ∞.
One defines the function class Bσ,p = Bσ ∩ Lp(R), where Bσ is the class of all entire functions
of exponential type at most σ which are bounded on R, see [6,7]. Accordingly, denote by PWpπω
the Paley–Wiener class of functions f (·) ∈ Lp(R) having an integral representation
f (x) =
πω∫
−πω
g(t)eixt dt
for some g ∈ L1(R). Finally, one introduces the notation IBV for the class of nondecreasing,
right-continuous real-valued functions of bounded variation, continuous at (2k + 1)πω, k ∈ Z.
2 By extremal we mean a function for which the aliasing error bounding inequality becomes equality for at least one
t0 from the signal domain.
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n∈Z f ( nω ) sinc(ωt − n) converges for all t ∈ R (in general not necessarily to the initial func-
tion f ) and the classical aliasing error upper bound result can be easily modified into that of
Stickler [24], i.e.,
∣∣A(t,ω)∣∣ 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣, (3)
where
λ(x) :=
{0, |x| πω,
2πω · h( |x|−πω2πω )sgn(x), |x| > πω. (4)
Here h(x) is the smallest integer which is greater or equal to |x|, and sgn(x) := 1 when x  0;
and sgn(x) := −1 when x < 0.
It is clear that A( n
ω
,ω) = 0, n ∈ Z, in (3). This shows that Stickler’s upper bound is sharp
when evaluated at a sampling grid point, but one may ask how far from optimal it is for other
points from the signal’s domain? Is it possible to attain equality in (3) for points t other than those
for which t = n
ω
? Thus, our first task is to describe all cases when equality is reached in (3).
Theorem 1. One defines
Bt0 :=
{ {x: x ∈ ((2ml − 1)πω, (2ml + 1)πω), l ∈ Z}, t0 = kmω ,
(−πω,πω), t0 = kmω .
Then equality holds true in (3) at a certain t0 if and only if
f (t) = 1
2π
∫
x∈Bt0
eixt dΦ(x) + c
∫
x /∈Bt0
ei
[
x(t−t0)+ λ(x)t02
]
dG(x),
where c ∈ C, G ∈ IBV , and k ∈ Z, m ∈ N are relatively prime.
Proof. The estimate (3) is based on the following transformations:
∣∣A(t,ω)∣∣= 1
2π
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
R
(
eixt −
+∞∑
n∈Z
eixn/ω sinc(ωt − n)
)
dΦ(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
= 1
2π
∣∣∣∣
∫
|x|>πω
(
1 − e−iλ(x)t)eixt dΦ(x)∣∣∣∣
 1
2π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣1 − e−iλ(x)t ∣∣∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣ (a)
= 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣.
We are looking for functions for which the inequality (a) becomes an equality. It is clear that
Φ(·) could be arbitrarily chosen on [−πω;πω). Then the integration over [−πω;πω) results in
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f0(t) := 12π
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ(x).
The same choice results when taking Φ(x) with 1 − e−iλ(x)t = 0. This case corresponds to
λ(x)t = 2πk, k ∈ Z. Hence, by definition (4) the appropriate values are
t0 := k
ωh
( |x|−πω
2πω
)
sgn(x)
.
Let k
...m (k /
...m) denote the event “m is a divisor of k” (“m is not a divisor of k”); then the
following three possibilities arise:
(i) for t0 = kω , k ∈ Z, the expression 1 − e−iλ(x)t0 ≡ 0 and Φ(·) is arbitrary on R;
(ii) for t0 = kmω (where k ∈ Z, m ∈ N, k /
...m) and for x satisfying h( |x|−πω2πω ) ...m, it is eiλ(x)t0 = 1.
So, any Φ(·) is suitable on {x: |x| ∈ ((2ml − 1)πω, (2ml + 1)πω], l ∈ N} ∪ [−πω;πω];
(iii) in all other cases 1 − e−iλ(x)t0 = 0 only for |x| πω.
Now, simple transformations give Bt0 in the theorem’s statement.
Let us consider certain x for which 1 − e−iλ(x)t0 = 0. To get an equality in (a), one must have
eixt0
(
1 − e−iλ(x)t0)dΦ(x) = eiμ∣∣1 − e−iλ(x)t0 ∣∣∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣,
for some μ ∈ R, or equivalently,
exp
{
i
(
xt0 + arg
(
1 − e−iλ(x)t0)+ arg dΦ(x) − μ)}= 1.
But since arg(1 − e−iλ(x)t0) = (π − λ(x)t0)/2, we deduce
arg dΦ(x) = 2πj + μ − xt0 − π − λ(x)t02 , j ∈ Z.
Hence
dΦ(x) = −iei(μ−(x−λ(x)/2))t0 ∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣ . (5)
Finally, from (5) we obtain
Φ(x) = c
x∫
0
e−i
(
u− λ(u)2
)
t0 dG(u), (6)
where c ∈ C and G(·) is some nondecreasing real-valued function with bounded variation, which
is constant on Bt0 .
From these considerations it follows that we have equality in (a):
(iv) for arbitrary Φ(·) if t0 = kω , k ∈ Z;(v) for Φ(·) given by (6) on R \Bt0 and Φ(·) being arbitrary for other points if t0 = kmω , k ∈ Z,
m ∈ N, k /...m;
(vi) for Φ(·) given by (6) on R \ [−πω;πω] and Φ(·) arbitrary on [−πω;πω] if t0 = kmω .
Finally, straightforward simplifications lead to the theorem’s assertion. 
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in [24] that A( n
ω
,ω) = 0, n ∈ Z, holds true independently of the spectrum. This is a particular
case of Theorem 1 when m = 1.
Remark 2. Since Φ(·) is continuous at {(2k + 1)πω, k ∈ Z}, G(·) has the same property and
we can avoid the integration over these points in all integrals without causing changes in results.
Compare the same kind of continuity requirements for the correlation functions of wide sense
stationary stochastic processes [21,22].
3. Aliasing error for truncated cardinal series
In this section we will obtain sharp aliasing error upper bounds for truncated cardinal series
and describe its extremals. To realize these goals we will explore the results of the previous
sections together with the results in the author’s article [15].
Hereinafter let us denote by the symbol (p, q) a Hölder pair under the constraint p > 1, i.e.,
p−1 + q−1 = 1, (p, q) ∈ R2.
Theorem 2. There holds∣∣AN(t,ω)∣∣ 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣
+
( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q)1/q . (7)
This estimate is sharp and for f ∈ Lp(R), p ∈ (1,2], the right side upper bound in (7) is finite.
Moreover, in Lp(R), p ∈ (1,2], the extremals are of the form
f Extp,N(t; t0) =
∑
|n−ωt0|N
an sinc(ωt − n) +
∑
|n−ωt0|>N
(
icβ
∣∣sinc(ωt0 − n)∣∣q/p
− ˆ¯Φ
(
n
ω
)
− c ˆ¯G
(
n
ω
− t0
))
sinc(ωt − n)
+ 1
2π
∑
l∈At0
ei2mlπωt
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ(x + 2mlπω)
+ c
∑
j∈St0
eijπω(2t−t0)
πω∫
−πω
eix(t−t0) dG(x + 2jπω), (8)
where c ∈ C, β  0, {an}n∈Z ⊂ C, G ∈ IBV , and the index sets are
At0 :=
{
Z \ {0}, t0 = kmω ,
∅, else; St0 :=
{
Z \ {lm, l ∈ Z}, t0 = kmω ,
Z \ {0}, else;
in all these items k ∈ Z, m ∈ N are relatively prime; finally
ˆ¯Φ(t) :=
πω∫
eixt d
( ∑
l∈At
Φ(x + 2mlπω)
)
,−πω 0
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πω∫
−πω
eixt d
( ∑
j∈St0
e−ijπωt0G(x + 2jπω)
)
.
In that case AN(t,ω) is equal to the upper bound in (7) at t0.
Proof. By means of the Hölder inequality, and bearing (1), (3) in mind we deduce directly the
following estimates for the combined aliasing–truncated WKS sampling sum:∣∣AN(t,ω)∣∣=
∣∣∣∣f (t) −∑
n∈Z
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n)+
∑
|n−ωt |>N
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n)
∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣f (t) −∑
n∈Z
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n)
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣ ∑
|n−ωt |>N
f
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n)
∣∣∣∣ (b)
 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣ (c)
+
( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q)1/q . (9)
The integral in (9) is finite because Φ(·) has bounded variation.
Let us show that the estimate (9) is sharp for f ∈ Lp(R), p ∈ (1,2]. Indeed, assume that
there exists a function f1(·) that attains equality in (9) at some t0 ∈ R. Then f1(·) belongs to the
functions class described in Theorem 1. On the other hand, in Hölder’s inequality in (c), we have
to have equality at t0. By [10, Theorem 4, p. 105], all these requirements hold when the absolute
values of the appropriate complex summands are proportional in both sums, i.e.,∣∣∣∣f1
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p
= K∣∣sinc(ωt0 − n)∣∣q, K  0,
and the arguments {arg(f1( nω ) sinc(ωt0 −n)), n ∈ Z: |n−ωt0| > N} do not depend on n. So, we
conclude that
f1
(
n
ω
)
= κ(−1)n sgn((ωt0 − n) sin(ωt0))∣∣sinc(ωt0 − n)∣∣q/p, κ ∈ C, (10)
if n ∈ Z: |n − ωt0| > N. When t0 = kmω , by Theorem 1 and Remark 2, f1(·) can be rewritten in
the form
f1(t) = 12π
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ(x)+ 1
2π
∞∑
l=1
∫
|x|∈((2ml−1)πω;(2ml+1)πω]
eixt dΦ(x)
+ c
∞∑
l=0
∫
|x|∈((2ml+1)πω;(2m(l+1)−1)πω]
ei
[
x(t−t0)+ λ(x)t02
]
dG(x)
= f0(t) + 12π
∑
l∈Z\{0}
ei2mlπωt
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ(x + 2mlπω)
+ c
∑
j∈Sm
ei2jπω(t−t0)
πω∫
eix(t−t0) ei
λ(x+2jπω)t0
2 dG(x + 2jπω),−πω
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...m}. (Note that by [1, Theorem 6.9.5] the function f0(·) is entire.)
Finally, we have
f1(t) = f0(t) + 12π
∑
l∈Z\{0}
ei2mlπωt
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ(x + 2mlπω)
+ c
∑
j∈Sm
eijπω(2t−t0)
πω∫
−πω
eix(t−t0) dG(x + 2jπω), (11)
because λ(x + 2jπω) = 2jπω if x ∈ (−πω;πω), j ∈ Sm.
Now, to guarantee (10), we have to specify f0(·) in (11). The order of integration and sum-
mation can be changed because Φ(·) and G(·) have bounded variations. So, taking t = n
ω
, n ∈ Z,
Eq. (11) becomes
f1
(
n
ω
)
= f0
(
n
ω
)
+ 1
2π
πω∫
−πω
eixn/ω d
( ∑
l∈Z\{0}
Φ(x + 2mlπω)
)
+ c
πω∫
−πω
eix
( n
ω
−t0) d
( ∑
j∈Sm
e−ijπωt0G(x + 2jπω)
)
. (12)
Let us denote
Φ¯(x) :=
∑
l∈Z\{0}
Φ(x + 2mlπω), G¯(x) :=
∑
j∈Sm
e−ijπωt0G(x + 2jπω).
Knowing that Φ¯(·) and G¯(·) are of bounded variation on [−πω,πω], we define
ˆ¯Φ(t) =
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ¯(x), ˆ¯G(t) =
πω∫
−πω
eixt dG¯(x).
Therefore by (12) it follows that
f1
(
n
ω
)
= f0
(
n
ω
)
+ ˆ¯Φ
(
n
ω
)
+ c ˆ¯G
(
n
ω
− t0
)
. (13)
By means of the WKS sampling theorem [23], we conclude that
f0(t) + ˆ¯Φ(t) + c ˆ¯G(t − t0) =
∑
n∈Z
(
f0
(
n
ω
)
+ ˆ¯Φ
(
n
ω
)
+ c ˆ¯G
(
n
ω
− t0
))
sinc(ωt − n),
and bearing in mind (10), one deduces that{
f1
(
n
ω
)}
n∈Z
∈ lp(Z).
Hence, [6, Theorem 2(a)] ensures the existence of the unique f1 ∈ Bπω,p which interpolates the
given nodes {(n/ω,f1(n/ω))}n∈Z, and
f1(t) =
∑
f1
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n).n∈Z
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integral expression of the form
f1(t) = 12π
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ˜(x),
where Φ˜(·) has bounded variation on [−πω,πω]. Therefore, f0(t) admits the representation
f0(t) = f1(t) − ˆ¯Φ(t) − c ˆ¯G(t − t0)
=
∑
n∈Z
[
f1
(
n
ω
)
− ˆ¯Φ
(
n
ω
)
− c ˆ¯G
(
n
ω
− t0
)]
sinc(ωt − n). (14)
Due to (10), (11), and (14) all extremals for case (9)(c) can be rewritten as
f1(t) =
∑
|n−ωt0|N
f0
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt − n) +
∑
|n−ωt0|>N
[
κ(−1)n∣∣sinc(ωt0 − n)∣∣q/p
× sgn((ωt0 − n) sin(ωt0))− ˆ¯Φ
(
n
ω
)
− c ˆ¯G
(
n
ω
− t0
)]
sinc(ωt − n)
+ 1
2π
∑
l∈Z\{0}
ei2mlπωt
πω∫
−πω
eixt dΦ(x + 2mlπω)
+ c
∑
j∈Sm
eijπω(2t−t0)
πω∫
−πω
eix(t−t0) dG(x + 2jπω). (15)
Now, we will find the extremals for (b) in the class of functions that satisfy (15). By (10), re-
marking that 1 + q/p = q , we have∑
|n−ωt0|>N
f1
(
n
ω
)
sinc(ωt0 − n) = κ
∑
|n−ωt0|>N
∣∣sinc(ωt0 − n)∣∣q
and according to Theorem 1 we have
A(t0,ω) = ic
∫
x /∈Bt0
∣∣1 − e−λ(x)t0 ∣∣dG(x).
Therefore, equality holds in (9)(b) if and only if∣∣∣∣2ic
∫
x /∈Bt0
∣∣∣∣ sin
(
λ(x)t0
2
)∣∣∣∣dG(x) + κ ∑
|n−ωt0|>N
∣∣sinc(ωt0 − n)∣∣q
∣∣∣∣
= 2|c|
∫
x /∈Bt0
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t0
2
)∣∣∣∣dG(x) + |κ| ∑
|n−ωt0|>N
∣∣sinc(ωt0 − n)∣∣q .
But this holds true if and only if κ = iβc for some β  0.
The proof for the case t0 = kmω is analogous. 
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ω
, k ∈ Z, we have∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q = 0, q > 1,
and AN( kω ,ω) vanishes too. In this case St0 = ∅ and it is easy to check that f Extp,N(t; t0) defined
by (8) is arbitrary. This completely agrees with the interpolation property of perfect function
reconstruction at sampling nodes.
At this point we introduce the incomplete Lambda function and Dirichlet Lambda function
respectively:
Λ(s;a) :=
∞∑
n=1
1
(2(n + a) − 1)s ;
Λ(s) := Λ(s;0) = (1 − 2−s)ζ(s),
where Re{s} > 1, a  0 and by ζ(s) we mean the Riemann Zeta function ζ(s) :=∑∞n=1 n−s .
Corollary 1. Let us denote
Cq(N) := 2
1+1/q
π
Λ1/q(q;N).
Then for q  π2(N2 + N) − 3 the following sharp inequality holds true:
∣∣AN(t,ω)∣∣ 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣+ Cq(N)
(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p
. (16)
Moreover, for the function space Lp(R), p ∈ (1,2], all finite upper bound extremals are de-
scribed by (8) when
an = − ˆ¯Φ
(
n
ω
)
− c ˆ¯G
(
n − k − 1/2
ω
)
, n, k ∈ Z: |n − k − 1/2|N.
Proof. The statement of the corollary follows immediately by Theorem 2 and by the collateral
result [17, Theorem 3], which asserts that for q  π2N(N + 1) − π/2 − 1 it holds true
sup
t∈R
∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q = ∑
|n−k− 12 |>N
∣∣∣∣sinc
(
n − k − 1
2
)∣∣∣∣
q
= Cqq (N).
Applying this result to (7), we prove (16). 
Remark 4. The case q = 2 is covered by an appropriate result in [15]; more precisely, the fol-
lowing elegant result is given:
sup
t∈R
∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣2 = 1 − 8
π2
N∑
n=1
1
(2n − 1)2 = C
2
2(N).
Remark 5. The estimates in Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 are tighter than the uniform upper
bounds in [13].
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for conditions which ensure that∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p
< ∞. (17)
Necessary and sufficient conditions under which (17) holds are discussed in detail for p = 2
in [13]. Here we give some modest generalizations of this problem to the lp(Z) setting. To do this,
we need first the well-known Plancherel–Pólya inequality [19, (77)]. In brief, let F ∈ Lp(R),
p > 0, be of exponential type σ > 0 and let {xn}n∈Z be a separated real sequence, i.e., one for
which infn=m |xn − xm| δ > 0. Then the Plancherel–Pólya inequality reads as follows:∑
n∈Z
∣∣F(xn)∣∣p APP‖F‖pp, (18)
with the constant
APP = 8(e
pσδ/2 − 1)
pπσδ2
. (19)
Secondly, let us define the set of functions {fk(x)}k∈Z which corresponds to restrictions fˆ (·)
to [(2k − 1)πω, (2k + 1)πω), i.e., fˆk(x) := χ[−πω,πω)(x)fˆ (x + 2kπω). (Here χA(x) denotes
the characteristic function of the event x ∈ A, i.e., it is equal to 1 when x ∈ A and vanishes
elsewhere.) We introduce the notation
γp(ω) :=
∑
k∈Z
‖fk‖p.
Theorem 3. The following results hold true:
(a) Let fˆ (·) ∈ Lq(R), q  1; γp(ω) < ∞. Then(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p
A1/pp γp(ω), (20)
where
Ap := 8ω(e
pπ/2 − 1)
pπ2
. (21)
(b) [6, Lemma 3.4] If f,f ′ ∈ Lp(R), then(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p
 ω1/p‖f ‖p + ‖f
′‖p
ω1/q
.
(c) When there exists M such that |f (t)| M|t |ν , t = 0, ν > 1p , p > 0, then we have
∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p

∣∣f (0)∣∣p + 2Mpωpνζ(pν).
The estimates under (b), (c) are sharp.
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and by Hölder inequality the integrability of |fˆk(·)| on [−πω,πω] follows. Hence, by the inte-
gral representation
fk(t) = e
2kiπωt
2π
πω∫
−πω
eixt fˆ (x + 2kπω)dx
and by [1, Theorem 6.9.1] we find that e−2kiπωtfk(t) is an entire function of exponential type at
most πω. By assumption γp(ω) is finite and because∫
R
∣∣fk(t)e−2kiπωt ∣∣p dt =
∫
R
∣∣fk(t)∣∣p dt = ‖fk‖pp,
the function e−2kiπωtfk(t) belongs to Lp(R), and we can apply the Plancherel–Pólya inequality
to it. Now, by the inequality ‖∑k∈Z ak‖p ∑k∈Z ‖ak‖p , valid for the lp-norm, and by the
Plancherel–Pólya inequality we clearly deduce
(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p
=
(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣∑
k∈Z
fk
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p

(∑
n∈Z
(∑
k∈Z
∣∣∣∣fk
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
)p)1/p

∑
k∈Z
(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣fk
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p
A1/pp
∑
k∈Z
‖fk‖p = A1/pp γp(ω),
because we have in (18) to specify F(t) = e−2kiπtfk(t/ω), δ = ω−1, σ = πω; accordingly, the
Plancherel–Pólya constant APP becomes Ap defined by (21).
(b)–(c) The method of proof mimics step by step the proof of [13, Theorem 4] where the case
p = 2 was considered. 
Remark 6. For some values of p in the case (a) we could give conditions only in terms of fˆ (·).
For example, due to the Hausdorff–Young inequality (consult [7, Theorem 2.17]) applied to the
Fourier transform fˆ (·) of f (·) we can use the condition ∑k∈Z ‖fˆk‖q < +∞, 1 < q  2, instead
of γp(ω) < ∞, taken here in the case p  2.
Remark 7. The sharpness of the estimate (20) is an open problem since APP does not give a sharp
estimate, except in case p = q = 2, see the classical papers by Plancherel and Pólya [18,19]. For
the Paley–Wiener space PW2σ and the set of separated interpolation nodes as are in the horizontal
strip supn∈Z |Im{xn}| τ , there is the Plancherel–Pólya type constant
AL = e
2σ(τ+1) − 1
πσ
(
1 + 2δ−1)2,
derived by Lindner but without any sharpness discussion, consult [9, Lemma 1].
Remark 8. In the case p = 2 sharp estimates in terms of γ2(ω) and the corresponding versions
of Theorems 3–5, case (a) are given in [13].
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(a) Let fˆ (·) ∈ L1(R) ∩ Lq(R), q > 1; γp(ω) < +∞. Then we have∣∣AN(t,ω)∣∣ 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣fˆ (x)∣∣dx
+ A1/pp γp(ω)
( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q)1/q .
(b) Let f,f ′ ∈ Lp(R), fˆ ∈ L1(R). Then it is∣∣AN(t,ω)∣∣ 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣fˆ (x)∣∣dx
+
(
ω1/p‖f ‖p + ‖f
′‖p
ω1/q
)( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q)1/q .
(c) Let |f (t)| M|t |ν , t = 0, M > 0, ν > 1p , p > 0, fˆ ∈ L1(R). Then it is valid∣∣AN(t,ω)∣∣ 1
π
∫
|x|>πω
∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣fˆ (x)∣∣dx
+ (∣∣f (0)∣∣p + 2Mpωpνζ(pν))1/p( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q)1/q .
The estimates in (a)–(c) are sharp.
Moreover, analogous forms of the combined aliasing–truncation error upper bounds hold
true for the cases (a)–(c) with the expression Cq(N) instead of the multiplier
(
∑
|n−ωt |>N |sinc(ωt − n)|q)1/q, when q  π2(N2 + N) − 3.
Proof. All estimates (a)–(c) follow immediately when we apply the previously listed results to
Theorem 2 and to Corollary 1. It is clear that for the sampling nodes the expressions on the right
side in (a)–(c) vanish and we have equalities in all the assertions of Theorem 4. 
4. Asymptotic properties of the aliasing error upper bounds
The classical results for bandlimited functions assert that the truncation error TJ(f ; t) tends
to zero when the sampling size parameter N in the sampling set J = {n: |n − ωt |  N} grows
to infinity. In classical sampling considerations, and their numerous generalizations, the aliasing
error A(t,ω) vanishes as well when the sampling rate ω runs to infinity. However, in [13] it is
shown that this is not always valid for the aliasing error of truncated cardinal series even if both
ω and N grow to infinity. In this section we discuss problems for time shifted upper bounds that
are similar to those derived earlier in Section 3.
Analogously to the classical case
lim
ω→∞
1
π
∫ ∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣ · ∣∣dΦ(x)∣∣= 0,
|x|>πω
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ond terms of these upper bounds do not have such a property because
∑
|n−ωt |>N |sinc(ωt −n)|q
and Cq(N) do not disappear when ω → +∞, and because when J any positive integer we have(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
Jω
)∣∣∣∣
q)1/q
.
This raises an important question concerning the common behaviour of ω and N which guarantee
that AN(t,ω) vanishes with growing ω, N . In [13] it is shown that even if the sum
∑
n∈Z |f ( nω )|2
is finite for a certain value ω, AN(t,ω) could approach infinity when ω → +∞ independently of
increasing N . Therefore, in the general case we cannot find precise conditions which guarantee
the convergence of AN(t,ω) → 0 as ω,N → +∞. However, we can answer the question that
has just been raised for particular functional classes.
Remark 9. For t = 0 we have A(0,ω) = 0; from ∑|n|>N |sinc(n)|q = 0 it follows that
AN(0,ω) = 0 for arbitrary ω,N .
Theorem 5. Assume t = 0 is fixed. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) Let fˆ (·) ∈ L1(R) ∩ Lq(R), q > 1. Suppose supω>ω0 γp(ω) < +∞ for some ω0 > 0. Then
the aliasing error AN(t,ω) converges to zero when
Cq(N)ω1/p N,ω→+∞ 0. (22)
(ii) Let f,f ′ ∈ Lp(R), fˆ ∈ L1(R). Then AN(t,ω) vanishes when (22) holds.
(iii) Let |f (t)|M|t |−ν , M > 0, ν > p−1, p > 0, fˆ ∈ L1(R). Then AN(t,ω) converges to zero
as
Cq(N)ων
N,ω→+∞ 0. (23)
For the corresponding cases the growth rates in (22) and (23) are precise.
Proof. Since ‖fˆ ‖1 is finite, we conclude that the integral vanishes in the statement of Theorem 4
when ω → ∞. For arbitrary t = 0 and q  π2(N2 + N) − 3 we have
sup
w>0
( ∑
|n−ωt |>N
∣∣sinc(ωt − n)∣∣q)1/q = Cq(N).
Thus by Theorem 4(a) and by the expression (21) for constant Ap the condition (22) is sufficient
to guarantee that AN(t,ω) → 0 in the case (i).
From (22) it immediately follows that Cq(N)ω−1/q‖f ′‖p → 0, ω → +∞. Hence, by Theo-
rem 4(b) the condition (22) is sufficient for AN(t,ω) → 0 in the case (ii).
Let us note that the conditions γp(ω) < ∞ and f ′ ∈ Lp(R) hold for the Paley–Wiener class
PWpπω (apply Bernstein’s inequality [7, Theorem 6.7] to obtain the second condition). If f ∈
PWpπω, then∫ ∣∣∣∣sin
(
λ(x)t
2
)∣∣∣∣∣∣fˆ (x)∣∣dx = 0
|x|>πω
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C−1p ω1/p‖f ‖p 
(∑
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣f
(
n
ω
)∣∣∣∣
p)1/p
 (1 + π)ω1/p‖f ‖p,
where the constant Cp < ∞ depends only on p.
Hence, (22) is necessary in cases (i), (ii) for the convergence of the aliasing error to zero. For
case (iii), the result is an easy consequence of the condition (23) and the fact that it cannot be
improved, Theorem 4(c), the finiteness of f (0) and the fact that fˆ (·) ∈ L1(R). 
5. Multidimensional case
We introduce some notations that will be needed frequently in the sequel. For vectorial vari-
ables we write t := (t1, . . . , td ) ∈ Rd and the summation index constraints (containing a certain
disturbance h) will be
IN
(
h(a);b) := {a ∈ Rd : ∀j = 1, d ∣∣h(aj ) − bj ∣∣Nj}
IN
(
h(a);b) := {a ∈ Rd : ∃j = 1, d ∣∣h(aj ) − bj ∣∣> Nj},
where S = {t: t /∈ S} denotes the complement.
In the next step we revisit some aspects of the multidimensional sampling theory according
to, e.g., [7]. Let v1, . . . ,vd be certain vectors which span Rd and let u1, . . . ,ud be the associated
set of biorthogonal vectors so that
uivj = 2πδij , i, j = 1, d.
Here V is the matrix the j th column of which is vj and ui is the ith row of the matrix U .
The “sampling lattice” is the set
L := {:  = s1v1 + · · · + sdvd, s = (s1, . . . , sd) ∈ Zd}.
On the other hand, L is a discrete subgroup of the additive group Rd; it is isomorphic to the free
Abelian group on d generators. A set of sampling points with this property is called regular.
Similarly, we define
Ξ := {ξ : ξ = q1u1 + · · · + qdud, q := (q1, . . . , qd) ∈ Zd}
which is also a subgroup of Rd, and is also isomorphic to the free Abelian group on d generators.
The quotient group Rd/Ξ consists of cosets {t = t + Ξ : t ∈ Rd}. Any member of the coset
determines it and is therefore called a complete set of coset representatives of Rd/Ξ if its mem-
bership consists of exactly one representative of every coset. In the theory of translation group
such a set B is called a fundamental region for Ξ.
Let us define the sampling reconstruction function g(·), by
g(x) := 1
m(B)
∫
B
ei〈y,x〉 dy, (24)
where m(·) is a measure in Rd ; 〈·,·〉 denotes the scalar product in Rd and dy := dy1 · · ·dyd .
Suppose that f :Rd → C can be represented as the inverse Fourier–Stieltjes transform
f (t) = 1
(2π)d
∫
d
ei〈x,t〉 dΦ(x),
R
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be right continuous everywhere. The multidimensional aliasing error is defined as the quantity
Ad(t,B) := f (t) −
∑
∈L
g(t − )f ().
Let m ∈ Rd be the vector of coefficients in the representation of t ∈ Rd by (v1, . . . ,vd), i.e.,
t =∑di=1 mivi . For the given vector N of numbers of terms along each direction vi we consider
the aliasing error of the truncated cardinal series, reading as follows:
AdN(t,B) := f (t) −
∑
: IN(s;m)
g(t − )f (). (25)
Therefore for reconstruction we take only the lattice points of the hyper-parallelepiped (whose
edges are parallel to v1, . . . ,vd and have lengths 2Ni |vi |, respectively) with center at t.
Let IdBV denote the class of nondecreasing right-continuous real-valued functions of bounded
variation, continuous at the points of the boundary of B .
Theorem 6. There holds the following multidimensional aliasing truncation error upper bound
∣∣Ad(t,B)∣∣ 2
(2π)d
∑
ξ∈Ξ\{0}
∣∣∣∣sin
( 〈ξ , t〉
2
)∣∣∣∣
∫
B
∣∣dΦ(x + ξ)∣∣. (26)
The inequality (26) becomes equality at t0 if and only if
f (t) = 1
(2π)d
∑
ξ∈Ξt0
∫
B
ei〈x+ξ ,t〉 dΦ(x + ξ) + c
∑
ξ∈Ξ\Ξt0
∫
B
ei〈x,t−t0〉ei〈ξ ,t−
t0
2 〉 dG(x + ξ),
where c ∈ C, G ∈ IdBV , Ξt0 := {ξ ∈ Ξ : 〈ξ , t0〉
...2π}.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 bearing in mind that Rd is a union of
non-overlapping sets B + ξ , ξ ∈ Ξ. 
The following generalization of the aliasing error of Stickler’s type gives important improve-
ments in the multidimensional setting.
Theorem 7. The following estimate holds true:
∣∣AdN(t,B)∣∣ 2(2π)d
∑
ξ∈Ξ\{0}
∣∣∣∣sin
( 〈ξ , t〉
2
)∣∣∣∣
∫
B
∣∣dΦ(x + ξ)∣∣
+
( ∑
: IN(V −1(−t);0)
∣∣g(t − )∣∣q)1/q( ∑
: IN(V −1(−t);0)
∣∣f ()∣∣p)1/p. (27)
The estimate is sharp and for f ∈ Lp(Rd), p ∈ (1,2], all possible extremals with finite upper
bound like (27) are of the form
f Extg,N(t; t0) =
∑
−1
ag(t − ) +
∑
−1
[
icβ
∣∣g(t0 − )∣∣q/p
: IN(V (−t);0) : IN(V (−t);0)
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]
g(t − )
+ 1
(2π)d
∫
B
ei〈x,t〉
∑
ξ∈Ξt0\{0}
ei〈ξ ,t〉 dΦ(x + ξ)
+ c
∫
B
ei〈x,t−t0〉
∑
ξ∈Ξ\Ξt0
ei〈ξ ,t−
t0
2 〉 dG(x + ξ), (28)
where c ∈ C, β  0, {a}∈L ⊂ C, G ∈ IdBV , and
ˆ¯Φ(t) :=
∫
B
ei〈x,t〉
∑
ξ∈Ξt0\{0}
dΦ(x + ξ),
ˆ¯G(t) :=
∫
B
ei〈x,t〉
∑
ξ∈Ξ\Ξt0
e−i〈ξ ,
t0
2 〉 dG(x + ξ).
In this case AdN(t,B) attains the upper bound in (27) at the point t0.
Proof. Let us take the results of Theorem 6 and the Hölder inequality analogously to the proof
of Theorem 2, pointing out that the sampling reconstruction function g(·) has properties similar
to the usual sinc(·)-kernel, and 〈ξ ,〉 ...2π, ξ ∈ Ξ ,  ∈ L. 
Corollary 2. Let the fundamental region B for Ξ be the half-closed hyper-parallelepiped, one
vertex of which is situated at the origin, and its d edges coinciding at that vertex are the vectors
u1, . . . ,ud ; the d faces of the hyper-parallelepiped that meet at the origin are included in B , but
the remaining d are not. Let N be a positive integer d-tuple, q  π2 minj=1,d (N2j + Nj) − 3.
Then ∣∣AdN(t,B)∣∣ 2(2π)d
∑
ξ∈Ξ\{0}
∣∣∣∣sin
( 〈ξ , t〉
2
)∣∣∣∣
∫
B
∣∣dΦ(x + ξ)∣∣+ Cq,d (N)
(∑
∈L
∣∣f ()∣∣p)1/p,
where
Cq,d (N) := 2
d(1+1/q)
πd
d∏
j=1
Λ1/q(q;Nj).
The estimate is sharp and for f ∈ Lp(Rd), p ∈ (1,2], all possible extremals with finite upper
bound are given by (28) with a = − ˆ¯Φ() − c ˆ¯G(− t0) for all , and t0 = V (k + 12 ), k ∈ Zd,
where  means vector transpose.
Proof. The corollary’s statement follows by Theorem 7 and results taken from [16,17] to the
effect that for the hyper-parallelepiped case we have
max
t∈Rd
∑
: IN(V −1(−t);0)
∣∣g(t − )∣∣q = ∑
: IN(V −1−k; 12 )
∣∣∣∣g
(
V
(
k + 1
2
)
− 
)∣∣∣∣
q
=
d∏
j=1
Cqq (Nj ). 
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We have analyzed upper bounds on the aliasing error for time shifted sampling reconstruction
in scalar and multidimensional cases. All extremals for the classical case and for truncated time
shifted cardinal series are described. The convergence of combined aliasing–truncation error to
zero was discussed. But, certain new questions immediately arise:
• To describe all extremals in Theorem 2 for p > 2.
• To derive sharp upper bounds in the terms γp(ω) in Theorems 3(a) and 4(a).
• Is it possible to decrease the coefficient of ‖f ′‖p in case (b) of Theorems 3 and 4?
• Can equality in Theorem 4(b), (c) at some points outside the sampling grid be attained? If
not, suggest improved sharp estimates.
• To apply the results obtained here to the stochastic case in a similar manner [11,12,14–16,
20,21].
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